
 

 

 

  

After a fantastic day’s racing 
from the Cadet class, it was 
Neal-Holder who put in a 
stunning drive to gap Amy 
Brunton in 2nd, and Jessica 
White in 3rd  

up drastically, the best only 

being 1:11.826 by Brunton. 

Yellow flags were brought 

out down at Vale for a driver 

stuck in the tyres and 

withdrawn again quickly. 

Brunton took the win from 

Neal-Holder and Sam Cole 

rounding out the top 3. 

 

Heat 3 

Toby Goodhew led from 

Cole and Kaizer Akhtar into 

turn 1, with Josh Hoyle 

picking up a bumping board 

and a spin at turn 4 bringing 

out the yellow flags. Drivers 

were spinning frequently at 

turns 1, 4, and 6 in the tricky 

track conditions. Wallace 

led the field on lap 3 from 

Sam Cole in 2nd and Toby 

Purbrick in 3rd place. With a 

relatively eventful heat, the 

track was proving a handful 

to the drivers. As the 

chequered flag went out, it 

was Wallace who took the 

win. 

 

Heat 4 

Neal-Holder led the field at 

the end of lap 1 with Amy 

Brunton and Luca Osborne 

following.  As the rain fell  

Neal-Holder puts in a blinding drive 

 

 

 

Neal-Holder Proves Dominant 
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Heat 1 

Jessica White led away the 

first Cadet heat of the day 

from Jack Stewart and Rory 

Burke. New drivers from the 

most recent Daytona 

Sandown Park Race School 

were here such as James 

Hensler who began his first 

heat at the rear of the grid. 

Miles McBrien picked up a 

bumping board through the 

tight turn 4 complex which 

the drivers managed to file 

through very well. At the end 

of lap 1, it was White, from 

Burke, and Jack Stewart in 

3rd. White and Burke started 

eeking out a gap from the 

pack of Stewart down to 

Oswald-Stevens as James 

Hensler made it up to 5th 

place on lap 3. Heading onto 

the last lap, Jessica White 

posted her fastest lap of 

54.371. Finishing the heat, it 

was White who took the win, 

from Rory Burke and James 

Mellor. 

 

Heat 2 

Brunton led the field from 

Mellor and Cole as the rain 

lashed down, with some 

spinning karts at turn 1. The 

drivers navigated the track 

cautiously as Brunton led from 

Sam Cole and Jayden Neal-

Holder who were both on lap 

1 charges. Yellow flags were 

out on lap 2 due to the tricky 

conditions with marshals out 

to repair the barriers. The 

yellow flags were withdrawn 

on lap 2, with laptimes going 

up drastically, the best only 

being 1:11.826 by Brunton. 

harder it was evident that 
Neal-Holder was in control 
at the front. As the 
conditions continued to 
deteriorate, many drivers 
got caught out with the 
sporadic rain showers. As the 
heat finished, it was Neal- 
Holder from Brunton in 2nd 
place, with Neal-Holder 
showing some confident 
driving in changeable 
weather conditions and 
Brunton playing the long 
game and finishing 2nd after 
a strategic race from all 
drivers. 

 
Heat 5 
Oswald-Stevens led into turn 
1 from Thomas Wallace and 
Luca Osborne in 3rd place. 
Heading into the tricky 
downhill left hander of turn 
3, racing was clean, 
however some the drivers in 
the midfield lost out at turn 
4. Oswald-Stevens had a 
small crash at turn 6, 
returning to the pitlane. 
Wallace led into the final lap 
with a gap of 2.555 seconds 
back to Sam Cole. The field 
had spread out with all 
drivers having a fairly quiet 
race. Wallace took the win, 
from Sam Cole and Luca 
Osborne rounding out the 
top 3. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Heat 6 

Aaron Mensah led away from 

Jai Lawrence and Toby 

Goodhew. Neal-Holder had a 

fantastic first couple of corners 

bolting to the lead from 

second-last on the grid. Kaizer 

Akhtar picked up a penalty for 

dangerous driving down the 

top straight coming into turn 6. 

Onto lap 3, and Neal-Holder 

extended his lead to 6.792 

seconds back to 2nd placed 

Toby Goodhew, with Jai 

Lawrence in 3rd. Between 

Jack Stewart in 4th and James 

Hensler in 5th there was a 10 

second gap as Neal-Holder 

took another dominant win 

from Toby Goodhew and Jai 

Lawrence in 3rd. 

 

Heat 7 

With the sun re-emerging from 

it’s brief hibernation, it was 

Toby Purbrick who led away 

from Rory Burke and Thomas 

Wallace. Wallace spun at turn 

4 and dropped down the 

order, with Amy Brunton 

steaming up into 2nd position 

by the halfway point of the 

first lap. Brunton stole the lead 

going into turn 2, with Purbrick 

eager to maintain the gap to 

the leader. Burke fell down the 

order as Amy Brunton and 

Jessica White forged a path 

round the drying track. 

Wallace found it hard to find 

grip, spinning on consecutive 

laps with Rory Burke making his 

way back up to 3rd position 

but failing to close up to 

White. Across the line, it was 

Brunton taking an emphatic 

win from Jessica White. 

 

Heat 8 

Osborne led away from Miles 

McBrien and Toby Purbrick in 

3rd. Purbrick made it up to 

2nd getting past McBrien by 

the start of lap 2. A 

precautionary red flag was 

brought out due to a crash at 

turn 5 with all drivers being 

okay to restart the race. The 

heat restarted under full 

course yellows with one lap to 
 

go. Jai Lawrence took the win 

from the punctuated session, 

from Luca Osborne, and Miles 

McBrien. 

 

C Final 

James Hensler got the C final 

under way from Akhtar and 

McBrien following close 

behind as the sun pierced 

through the clouds. Josh Hoyle 

received a bumping board 

early on, with James Hensler 

completing the first lap of his 

first InKart final at the front, 

pulling out a 2.292 second 

gap in the process. Akhtar 

followed in 2nd, from Miles 

McBrien in 3rd. McBrien was all 

over the back of Josh Hoyle as 

they rounded turn 8 for the 

second time, with Akhtar 

managing to reign in Hensler, 

reducing the gap to just 1.096. 

Miles McBrien incurred a 

penalty during the final for 

pulling out into oncoming 

traffic at turn 3. Akhtar took 

the lead on lap 3 and pulled 

out a gap of 1.5 seconds. 

Heading into the closing 

stages of a well-fought C final, 

it was Akhtar in the lead with a 

promotion to the B final in his 

sights. Hoyle and Oswald-

Stevens fought bumper-to-

bumper throughout the race, 

with a gap of just 2 tenths of a 

second between them. It was 

Kaizer Akhtar who gained the 

promotion to the B final with 

James Hensler putting in a 

great drive to secure 2nd. 

 

B Final 

Osborne led away from Burke 

and James Mellor, with yellows 

brought out at turn 3 for Toby 

Goodhew who spun. Mellor, 

Osborne, and Purbrick all 

battled closely, being 

covered by just 1.5 seconds 

on lap 3. Luca Osborne 

looked to close the 1.1 second 

gap to 2nd placed Stewart on 

lap 3, and did so successfully, 

closing the gap to just 4 tenths 

of a second in one lap. 

Heading into the last lap, it 

was Burke flying away with a 

lead of over 6 seconds, with 

Osborne (2nd) down to Akhtar 

(6th) covered by less than 

three seconds. As the 

chequered flag fell, it was 

Burke who secured promotion 

to the A Final. 

 

A Final 

The A Final got underway with 

a group of fantastic drivers all 

vying for the win with regular 

podium sitters such as Brunton 

and Neal-Holder in the mix, 

with some very exciting talent 

coming through with Jessica 

White and Sam Cole. All 

drivers on the grid started the 

race cleanly. Moving through 

the tight complex of turns 3 

and 4, the drivers filed through 

respectfully with jostling 

throughout the pack. Neal-

Holder was keeping the 

pressure on Brunton, with 

Wallace keen to retake 3rd 

place from White. Neal-Holder 

put a fantastic move on 

Brunton through turns 4 and 5 

on lap 3 to take the lead, and 

got his head down to try and 

create a gap to the chasing 

Brunton, White and Wallace. 

Further back, Rory Burke and 

Sam Cole were having a 

fierce battle for 5th place, with 

Cole eventually getting the 

better of him on lap 6. As the 

chequered flag dropped, 

Neal-Holder took a convincing 

win, having built up a lead of 

6.591 seconds, crossing the 

line next was Brunton, White 

and Wallace split by just 4 

tenths of a second. 
 

Results 
 

C Final 

1. Kaizer Akhtar 

2. James Hensler 

3. Joshua Hoyle 

 

B Final       

1. Rory Burke 

2. Luca Osborne 

3. James Mellor 

 

A Final 

1. Jayden Neal-Holder 

2. Amy Brunton 

3. Jessica White  

 

  



 

  

It was Chodyko who took yet 
another Junior Light victory, 
with a strong performance 
from Jonathan Dalton and 
Connor Brown 

Heat 1 
George Hannay 
commenced the day’s 
racing followed by Archie 
Elliott and Katherine White in 
3rd. The field roared away as 
the lights went green with 
Hannay gapping early on 
into turn 3. Katherine White 
made a storming start and 
was promoted to 1st place 
setting a quick lap of 57.359. 
Archie Elliott picked up the 
pace and closed up to the 
back of White heading onto 
lap 2, with George Hannay 
having a brief break in the 
pits. Alex Jay moved up to 
2nd place on lap 3 putting a 
nice move on Elliott. The field 
all closed up on the 
penultimate lap with White 
dropping down slightly with 
Jay picking up a penalty for 
contact. The provisional 
results were Smilie in 1st, Jay 
in 2nd, and Connor Brown in 
3rd. 

Heat 2 
It was Ambrose Witherspoon 

who led away from Connor 

Brown and Kieran Ives. The 7-

strong heat thundered into 

turn 1 with Katherine White 

incurring a bumping board 

and Dan Gamblin receiving a 

bumping warning for 

excessive contact. Heading 

into turn 6, it was 

Witherspoon, Brown, and Ives 

breaking away at the front 

with Byrne rounding off the 

field. Connor Brown began to 

pull out a gap on lap 2 with a 

gap of 1.518 seconds down 

to Witherspoon in 2nd, 

defending hard from 
Katherine White who made 
her intentions clear. Kieran 
Ives stuck with White as 
Hayes dropped back 
slightly. As the chequered 
flag went out, Brown took 
the win, followed by White 
and Witherspoon. 
 
Heat 3 
The heat led away with 
Byrne at the front, from Ives 
and Jackson in 3rd. Into the 
first corner, Seb Chodyko 
and Harry Lambert picked 
up penalties for excessive 
contact at turns 1 and 2, 
with Tom Jackson dropping 
down the order. In terms of 
track position, Chodyko led 
the field with the yellow flags 
being brought out at turn 1 
on lap 2 due to multiple 
drivers spinning. As a result of 
the spinners on the lap 
before, Chodyko had pulled 
out a gap of 11.460 seconds 
down to Lambert in 2nd. As 
the chequered dropped, 
Chodyko took the 
provisional win from Harry 
Lambert and Oliver Byrne.  
 
 Heat 4 
Lambert led from Pole, with 
Dan Gamblin 2nd and Josef 
Smillie in 3rd. George 

Hannay picked up a 
bumping board for 
excessive contact through 
turn 2 as they all filed 
through the long, sweeping 
right hander of turn 5. 
Heading into turn 6, it was 
Lambert, from Dalton, and 
Gamblin. Yellow flags were 
deployed at turn 1 after a 
spinner took out some of the 
barriers but the marshals 
were quickly on the scene to 
repair the damage. Dalton 
made it up into the lead on 
lap 3 followed closely and 
intently by Lambert. 
Witherspoon struggled to 
keep on the back of the 
leading duo in the damp 
conditions. Gamblin had a 
hard time in this heat with 
the lack of grip, as Dalton 
came round to begin his last 
lap, his interesting yet 
effective line through turn 1 
bringing him closer to 
victory. Lambert and 
Witherspoon completed the 
Top 3 as they took the 
chequered flag. 

 

Heat 5 
Finlay Ahmad-Hambling led 
away from Max Cole and 
Jonathan Dalton in heat 5, 
all making it through cleanly 

Chodyko takes another scintillating win 

Chodyko continues winning streak 
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at turns 4 and 5. Dalton pulled 

out an early lead of 2.263 

seconds at the end of lap 1, 

with Ahmad-Hambling losing 

out, with Max Cole a close 

3rd. At the beginning of lap 3, 

Kieran Ives closed the gap 

ahead to 3rd place to just 1 

tenth of a second. Heading 

into the final lap, Elliott and 

Jackson dropped back from 

the pack slightly, with Finley 

Ahmad-Hambling at the rear 

of the group. At the close, it 

was Dalton winning by 7.809 

seconds from Max Cole in 

2nd, and Ives in 3rd. 

 

Heat 6 

Hayes led the field from Arsh 

Syed and Oliver Byrne into turn 

1. Archie Elliott picked up a 

bumping warning through turn 

2. Heading into turn 6 it was 

Hayes and Lambert who 

spear-headed the group. 

Thomas Atmaciyan incurred a 

penalty for overdriving and 

excessive blocking on lap 2, as 

Hayes spun at turn 4. Lambert 

pulled out a gap of 1.936 

seconds to Hayes in 2nd. 

Some consistent driving from 

Syed and Gamblin secured 

their positions. It was Lambert 

who took the win from Hayes 

and Elliott. 

 

Heat 7 

Chodyko led away out of turn 

1 from Katherine White and 

Max Cole. George Hannay 

incurred a penalty for an 

advantage by contact move 

into turn 1 on the first lap. 

Chodyko extended his lead to 

a convincing 2.521 seconds 

into lap 2, with Connor Brown 

following with Ambrose 

Witherspoon attempting to 

keep the gap. White dropped 

down the order somewhat 

with Alex Jay close behind. 

Heading onto the last lap, it 

was Chodyko out front with a 

respectable 3.455 second gap 

to Connor Brown. At the close 

of the heat, it was Chodyko, 

from Brown and Witherspoon 

mastering the conditions. 

 

Heat 8 

Dalton led away from Smilie 

and Chodyko. Coming into 

turn 6 for the first time, it was 

Chodyko, from Dalton, 

Ahmad-Hambling, Syed, 

Hayes, Smilie and Atmaciyan. 

The racing remained clean 

through turn 5 on lap 2, with 

Chodyko pulling out an 

impressive 2.042 second gap 

to Dalton after only 1 lap. 

Dalton was passed by 

Ahmad-Hambling, although 

Dalton got his head down and 

continued to post some 

impressive laps to maintain the 

gap at less than 1 tenth of a 

second. Chodyko took the win 

of the final heat of round 8, 

with Dalton close behind, 

followed by Finley Ahmad-

Hambling in 3rd. 

 

C Final 

Junior Light C Final got 

underway with Max Cole 

leading away from Kieran Ives 

and Alex Jay. Cole 

maintained his lead heading 

into lap 2, with George 

Hannay forging his way 

through to 3rd place, with 

Gamblin and Atmaciyan 

following behind. Cole broke 

away from the chasing pair of 

Ives and Jay, with a gap of 

2.746 seconds at the end of 

lap 2. Hannay had it all to do 

trying to chase down Alex Jay, 

whilst Ives started to gradually 

pull open a gap from Jay, with 

Ives moving 2 tenths of a 

second ahead going into lap 

4. Cole increased the gap to 

1.592 seconds to Ives. Heading 

into the final lap, the field 

spread out in a relatively quiet 

race, with Jay dropping back 

slightly from Kieran Ives in 2nd 

place. Cole took the win from 

Alex Jay 2.120 seconds 

behind, from Ives, Hannay, 

Gamblin and Atmaciyan. 

 

B Final 

Witherspoon thundered into 

the corner with Katherine 

White and Oliver Byrne 

following closely in his 

wheel tracks. Heading into 

turn 5 the field was covered 

by just 1.5 seconds, and as the 

pack came into turn 6 it was 

Witherspoon leading from 

Byrne who had muscled his 

way up into 2nd place ahead 

of White. Elliott, Ahmad-

Hambling, Cole, and Jackson 

all raced their own race and 

got their heads down to try 

and keep with the pack, after 

B final winner Max Cole 

dropped to 7th place after a 

strong start. Witherspoon, 

White and Elliott all raced 

closely through turn 6 on lap 3, 

making contact but thankfully 

avoiding any advantage. 

Archie Elliott got past White on 

lap 3 and began to put 

immense pressure on 

Witherspoon who lost out at 

turn 2, but only to regain the 

lead at turn 3. Filing into turn 6, 

it was advantage Elliott as 

they headed into the final lap 

of the all-important B final. 

Witherspoon went very 

defensive into turn 6 against 

Katherine White, with Elliott 

taking the win 2.5 seconds 

ahead of Witherspoon and 

White. 

 

A Final 

The A Final got underway with 

Chodyko, Lambert, Hayes, 

Elliott, Smillie, Dalton, and 

Brown all with their eyes on the 

top step of the podium. All 

drivers had shown genuine 

flashes of pace throughout 

the heats, with each driver 

reacting differently to 

conditions and each finding 

superior pace in certain heats. 

It was Dalton and Chodyko 

who led the field away into 

turn 1. 

 

 

 
 



  

As the race progressed into lap 

2, it was Chodyko who had the 

upper hand over the field and he 

started pulling out a gap of 0.934 

seconds to the chasing Dalton 

by the end of lap 3. There was 

close racing from the gaggle of 

Connor Brown, Harry Lambert 

and Josef Smillie as Chodyko 

continued to pull away from 

Dalton and Brown. Chodyko set 

a quick time on lap 6, a 52.177, 

which aided him hugely in 

building a considerable gap to 

the pack. Josef Smillie and 

Archie Elliott continued battling 

until they crossed the finish line, 

with just 0.256 seconds 

separating them going over the 

timing line, proving the calibre of 

all drivers and also the respectful 

racing. However, it was Chodyko 

who took the spoils 4.932 

seconds ahead of Jonathan 

Dalton in 2nd, and Connor Brown 

rounding out the podium in 3rd. 

Who will stop Chodyko next 

round? 

 

Results 

C Final 

1. Sam Cole 

2. Alex Jay 

3. Kieran Ives 

 

B Final 

1. Archie Elliott 

2. Ambrose Witherspoon 

3. Katherine White 

 

A Final 

1. Sebastian Chodyko 

2. Jonathan Dalton 

3. Connor Brown 



 

  

 

Once again, Round 8 showed 
some stylish driving from all, 
with the tricky weather 
conditions coupled with the 
Alternate layout, really giving 
the drivers a challenge 

Heat 1 
Brendan Sathees led the field 
away from Nat Thomas and 
Ben Graham. After lap 1, 
Graham held a gap of 0.151 
from O’Shaughnessy in 2nd. 
Nat Thomas held 3rd with 
Sathees looking for a way 
past into turn 6. Brendan 
Sathees maintained 4th 
place with Peter Heelis in 5th 
and Harvey Shelton in 6th. 
O’Shaughnessy started 
pulling out a gap of 7 tenths 
of a second heading into the 
last lap with yellow flags out 
at turn 1. As the chequered 
flag dropped, O’Shaughnessy 
took the chequered flag 
narrowly from a fast charging 
Nat Thomas in 2nd and Ben 
Graham in 3rd. 
Heat 2 
Heelis led away from Graham 
and McBrien as Graham 
made it into the lead at turn 
3. The leading group of 
Graham, Heelis, McBrien and 
Thomas slid precariously 
through turn 6 for the first time 
managing to keep the racing 
relatively clean. Heelis spun 
and continued at turn 4 due 
to the damp weather with 
Harvey McBrien snatching the 
lead on lap 3, setting a fastest 
lap of a 1:07.402 on lap 2. The 
leading trio continued to gap 
the rest of the pack of 10.3 
seconds back to Peter Heelis, 
Francesca Roodhouse and 
Harvey Shelton in 6th. A solid 
debut performance for 
Roodhouse put her in 5th 
position. The top 3, however, 
was formed of Thomas, 
McBrien and Graham. 

 
Heat 3 
Harvey McBrien led the field 
away from a competitive 
looking pack of 
O’Shaughnessy, Sathees, 
Strathmann and Roodhouse. 
They all filed through turn 3 
cleanly with all drivers 
reading the track conditions 
well. Heading into turn 6, it 
was McBrien who held the 
lead from O’Shaughnessy 
and Sathees. The group 
broke up into groups; 
McBrien and 
O’Shaughnessy, Sathees 
and Strathmann, with 
Roodhouse in 5th position. 
O’Shaughnessy had a hard 
time trying to get past 
McBrien at turn 1, with some 
excellent racing on the 
slippery surface. McBrien 
posted a fastest lap on lap 4 
of a 1:04.000, and it was 
McBrien who took the win 
from O’Shaughnessy and 
Sathees who put in a strong 
performance to take 3rd 
place. 
 
Heat 4 
Matteo Strathmann led the 
field from Peter Heelis and 
Ben Graham. Yellow flags at 

 
turn 3 came out on lap 2, 
with Harvey Shelton picking 
up a penalty for spinning 
under yellow flags. As the 
heat progressed into lap 4, 
McBrien led the field with a 
3.007 second gap back to 
Ben Graham in 2nd place. 
The order across the finish 
line was McBrien, from 
Graham and Strathmann. 
 
Heat 5 
O’Shaughnessy led away 
from Nat Thomas and 
Matteo Strathmann. By the 
beginning of lap 2, 
Strathmann managed to 
take 2nd position from a 
flustered Nat Thomas with 
Brendan Sathees keeping his 
cards close to his chest, 
waiting to pounce on a 
mistake from the leading 
trio. O’Shaughnessy began 
to pull out a gap of 2.464 
seconds back to Strathmann 
who showed considerable 
pace, himself breaking 
away from 3rd placed 
Thomas. Francesca 
Roodhouse continued to 
post some very consistent 
times with a best lap of a 
1:09.820. Nat Thomas and 
Brendan Sathees were 

O’Shaughnessy leading Graham through the Turn 6 

O’Shaughnessy Wins Again 
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locked in a mammoth battle, 

with Nat Thomas coming out 

on top. 1st place was Max 

O’Shaughnessy, from 

Strathmann and Thomas. 

 

B Final 

Strathmann led away from 

pole, from Peter Heelis and 

Brendan Sathees in 3rd. Heelis 

picked up a bumping board 

for excessive contact through 

turns 6 and 7, with all drivers 

remaining relatively bunched 

up, with the front 3 drivers 

racing within 1 second of 

eachother. Strathmann held 

control of the race with 

Sathees closing the gap, and 

Heelis also driving 

competitively. Sathees closed 

the gap heading into the last 

lap, taking the chequered 

flag after a heroic move at 

turn 6, battling right till the 

end. Strathmann crossed the 

line 2nd just .250 seconds 

behind Sathees, Heelis 

completed the top 3. 

 

A Final 

The Junior Heavy A Final was 

an absolute class act from all 

the drivers and they all 

deserve applause for the 

superb racing they brought 

upon the venue for the 

viewing public. The 5-strong 

grid who made it to the A 

Final, made of Harvey 

McBrien, Brendan Sathees, 

Nat Thomas, Ben Graham and 

Max O’Shaughnessy, have 

showed unparalleled 

progression this year with 

considerable amount of 

maturity both on and off the 

track, and Round 8 was 

another display of this. As the 

red lights turned green for their 

8th A Final of the year, all 

drivers swept through the tight 

first corner and eased 

themselves into turn 2 

smoothly. O’Shaughnessy and 

Graham were out front and 

had already started to show 

good pace, with the trailing 

trio of McBrien, Thomas, and 

ther display of this. 

Sathees all over the bumpers 

of eachother heading through 

turn 4 for the first time. 

Accelerating out of turn 5, 

Thomas, McBrien, and Sathees 

all fanned out 3 wide heading 

past the decking area and 

rapidly converging on the 

tight turn 6. Thomas 

negotiated the brakes 

perfectly to get the back end 

out just enough to turn the kart 

in quickly, yet being able to 

defend from an agitated 

McBrien and Sathees 

hounding for a way past. 

Meanwhile, O’Shaughnessy 

and Graham were getting 

away out front, with Graham 

making it very clear that this 

was going to be a race until 

the very end. Behind the 

dynamic duo at the front, Nat 

Thomas began to pull away 

from Harvey McBrien and 

Brendan Sathees began a 

more heated battle, with this 

causing them to drop back 

slightly. With a thunderous 

battle raging between 

Sathees and McBrien, it was a 

game of lead and follow out 

front, with Graham mimicking 

O’Shaughnessy’s unflappable 

driving style, with the lead pair 

now over 6 seconds up the 

road, pulling away with ease. 

At the drop of the chequered 

flag, it was O’Shaughnessy 

who clinched the win from 

Ben Graham only 0.337 

seconds behind. Nat Thomas 

brought his kart home in 3rd 

after a strong day’s racing, 

with McBrien (4th) and Sathees 

(5th) bumper to bumper over 

the line, just 0.493 seconds 

apart. 

 
 

Results 

 

B Final 

1. Brendan Sathees 

2. Matteo Strathmann 

3. Peter Heelis 

 

 

A Final 

1. Max O’Shaughnessy 

2. Ben Graham 

3. Nat Thomas 

 

 
 



 

 

  

Like last month, Kameron 
Khan took victory during a 
day of changeable track 
conditions for the Junior RT8 
class 

Heat 1 
Harry Melvin led from Henry 
Jarrett and Kameron Khan 
into turn 2, all managing to 
navigate their way safely 
through turns 4 and 5. Into 
turn 6, and Henry Jarrett took 
the lead with Kameron Khan 
also pushing through to 2nd 
place. George Worledge 
fought his way up to 4th 
place, as Kameron Khan 
made it up to 1st due to an 
incident at turn 4, causing 
George Worledge Jarrett to 
drop down the order. 
O’Shaughnessy continued to 
keep his cool and put in a 
series of quick laps to secure 
3rd place by the end of lap 3, 
looking to catch Sam 
Hampshire. Marcus Smith had 
his hands full trying to defend 
his 4th place from an 
evidently quick Jarrett who 
also had Melvin stuck to his 
back bumper. Khan posted a 
fastest lap on lap 4 of a 
50.125. An incident at turn 6 
briefly brought the yellow 
flags out, but they were soon 
withdrawn as Khan took the 
first heat win of the day, from 
O’Shaughnessy and 
Hampshire. 
 
Heat 2 
O’Shaughnessy led the field 

from Hampshire and Khan 

following closely into turn 3. 

Heading out of turn 5, the 

group of O’Shaughnessy, 

Hampshire and Khan made a 

gap of 2 tenths of a second 

from the rest of the pack. 

Khan muscled his way into 

Khan muscled his way into 
2nd place with Hampshire 
sticking on his rear bumper. 
Yellow flags at turn 6 due to 
a spun driver moved 
Worledge up the order into 
6th place. Khan put 
O’Shaughnessy under 
pressure moving into the 
latter stages of the race, 
closing the gap to just 0.253 
seconds. Hampshire had a 
lonely race in 3rd trying to 
post some quick laps, 2 
seconds behind the front 
two drivers. Marcus Smith 
and George Worledge were 
locked in an intense battle 
moving into the last lap, 
both racing hard and 
respectfully. As the 
chequered flag went out, it 
was O’Shaughnessy who 
took the flag from a restless 
Khan. In the Smith-Worledge 
battle, it was Smith who 
finished ahead of Worledge. 
 
Heat 3 
Worledge got things 
underway from Smith and 
Hampshire. Marcus Smith 
went straight on at the first 
cut-through bringing out the 
yellow flags at the start-finish 
line. Worledge held the lead 
from Hampshire and Khan, 

The right attitude: Khan Can 
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from Hampshire and Khan, 
with O’Shaughnessy looking 
animated behind them. 
Smith had it all to do and 
looked to put his foot down 
through the heat to gain 
time, with Worledge going 
defensive into turn 6 on lap 3 
with Hampshire searching 
everywhere to get past. 
Khan stuck behind the 
leading pair looking to 
potentially capitalise on a 
mistake or slow battling 
pace, with O’Shaughnessy 
looking to cash in on the 
tightly packed grid. 
Hampshire lost out to 
O’Shaughnessy into turn 3 
on lap 5, with Khan taking 
the lead and Worledge 
dropping down to 6th, with 
Smith’s recovery drive 
looking good by getting 
past Worledge down the 
top straight moving into the 
final lap. Khan had pressure 
from Hampshire to deal with, 
and did so successfully 
taking the win from 
Hampshire and 
O’Shaughnessy. 
 
Final 
The Junior RT8 Final got 
cracking after a tough time 
in the heats for many of the 
drivers, with the layout  



  

proving to catch out some of 
the drivers. As the green flag 
dropped, it was Kameron 
Khan on a charge into the 
lead heading into turn 3. All 
the drivers had evidently done 
their preparation for this Final 
as there were nearly no 
mistakes from any of the 
drivers, the entire pack staying 
within 1.7 seconds of 
eachother on the first lap. 
Consistency for Khan proved 
essential as the entire grid of 
karts stayed within a few 
seconds of eachother in the 
opening stages of the 10 lap 
Final; O’Shaughnessy 
managed the gap to Khan in 
front and didn’t let him get 
away, with a few hairy 
moments heading into turn 6 
on the brakes. With Khan and 
O’Shaughnessy out front, the 
pack split into pairs of drivers 
bar Sam Hampshire who was 
racing his own race in order to 
pick up the necessary points 
and trying to stay out of 
trouble. Battling for 3rd, it was 
George Worledge and 
Marcus Smith who had found 
some good pace after having 
had a reasonably mixed few 
heats, the two drivers 
particularly close through turn 
4 where the track narrowed. 
Smith had a few early looks 
down the inside of Worledge 
in the mid stages of the race, 
just 8 tenths of a second 
between them on lap 4. 
Battling for 6th position, Harry 
Melvin ably held off Henry 
Jarrett, both of which had a 
strong showing in the prior 
heats. Melvin and Jarrett were 
stuck together for the entirety 
of the Final, with just 0.174 
seconds splitting them at the 
end of the final lap, with 
Melvin having the smallest of 
advantages to a frustrated 
Jarrett who will looking ahead 
to reverse the order at Round 
9. As the chequered flag flew 
out, it was Kameron Khan who 
took a narrow win to Max 
O’Shaughnessy by just 0.294 
seconds, with George 
Worledge taking 3rd from 
Marcus Smith in a comfortable 
4th. 

 

Results 

Final 

1. Kameron Khan 

2. Max O’Shaughnessy 

3. George Worledge 



 

 

  

Another excellent showing 
from the Senior Lights, with 
Del-Pizzo and Bowley’s 
historic rivalry continuing in 
typical form 

Heat 1 
Christian Munoz commenced 
the Senior Light heat 1 from 
Trevell Richards and Jordan 
Bowley in 3rd. Racing was 
relatively clean with Bowley 
getting ahead at turn 2. 
Fergal Ludlow was issued with 
an early penalty due to 
excessive contact on lap 1. 
Andrew Graham raced hard 
to get himself up to 2nd 
place heading into lap 3, 
with Joe Wackrill up to 9th 
after a hectic start. Silas 
Woolway was stuck to the 
rear bumper of Freddy Bragg 
as Bowley extended his lead 
to 2.524 seconds to 2nd 
placed Graham. Del-Pizzo 
had his head down and 
closed the gap to 0.7 
seconds to Graham as the 
front group of three drivers 
pulled away from 4th 
backwards with 4.6 seconds 
over only 6 laps of racing. 
Bowley crossed the line first, 
with Graham and Del-Pizzo in 
hot pursuit. On track, Ludlow 
made it up to 7th place. 
Munoz finished 4th after a 
strong defensive race. 
 
Heat 2 
Michael Soares got things 
underway in heat 2 from 
Stephen Wackrill and Bradley 
Youngman. The 12-strong grid 
stormed through turns 2 and 3 
with relatively little mishaps. 
Into turn 6, and it was Fergal 
Ludlow who had the pace, 
easing open a gap of 0.884 
seconds to pole-sitter Michael 
Soares demoted down to 2nd 
position. Heading into lap 3, 
and Graham moved up into 
2nd with Soares picking up a 
bumping warning for 
excessive contact through 
turn 3. Ludlow began to pull 

excessive contact through 
turn 3. Ludlow began to pull 
a gap over Graham with a 2 
second lead. Graham 
began to break away from 
Youngman in an attempt to 
end Ludlow’s strong drive. As 
the drivers followed 
eachother into the last lap, it 
looked unlikely that Graham 
would catch 1st placed 
Ludlow, however he kept 
pushing until the chequered 
flag, with Ludlow taking the 
win from Graham and 
Youngman following close 
behind. 
 
Heat 3 
Bragg led the pack into turn 

1 from Del-Pizzo and 

Woolway in 3rd. Del-Pizzo 

began to pull away from 

Woolway and Bragg pulling 

away. Joe Wackrill had a 

better start this heat. 

Graham was locked into a 

mid-pack battle as Del-Pizzo 

extended his lead over a 

charging Joe Wackrill to 

4.029 seconds going into lap 

4, showing that Del-Pizzo 

had no issues getting to grips  

with the Alternate layout at 

round 8. Ludlow  moved up 

into 2nd place heading into 

the dying stages of the heat, 

with Woolway staying busy 

with Youngman sticking 

close behind. Del-Pizzo took 

a convincing win, 5.2 

seconds ahead of Ludlow in 

2nd, and Graham in 3rd. 

 

Final 

Andrew Graham led away 

from Del-Pizzo and Jordan 

Bowley to commence the 

afternoon of finals. After a 

false start the first time 

round, the grid slowly made 

their way round the track to 

go for another start. After 

the grid were sent down for 

the rolling start again, this 

time it was perfect, with 

Bowley and Del-Pizzo bolting 

away through turns 1 and 2. 

The top 5 stayed close 

together through lap 4 until 

Del-Pizzo, Bowley, and 

Andrew Graham began to 

pull away at the front, with 

the likes of Woolway driving 

well with Ludlow and Bragg. 
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The return of Joe Wackrill to 
the InKart Championship 
after 4 or so years saw him 
setting some good times in 
the mid pack, battling 
closely with Christian Munoz 
and Freddy Bragg. As the 
Final progressed towards the 
close, Michael Soares and 
Stephen Wackrill dropped 
back a bit from Youngman 
in 9th. Soares and Stephen 
Wackrill were locked into a 
battle within a few tenths of 
eachother, looking 
particularly racey 
throughout lap 5. At the 
sight of the chequered flag, 
however, it was Ian Del-Pizzo 
who clung onto the lead, 
with Jordan Bowley just 0.199 
seconds behind. Coming in 
3rd was Andrew Graham just 
0.334 seconds shy of Bowley. 
It was Ludlow who came in 
4th, who’ll be looking to finish 
on the podium at Round 9, 
with Silas Woolway in 5th 
position showing his true 
potential is soon to be 
reached in style. From there, 
it was Bragg finishing in 6th 
from a very close Joe 
Wackrill in 7th just 0.394 
seconds behind. Christian 
Munoz scored another 
strong set of points in 8th 
position with Bradley 
Youngman 2 tenths behind 
in 9th. Rounding out the 
Senior Lights it was Soares 
showing some superb 
racing, with Stephen Wackrill 
behind, and Trevell Richards 
in 12th place.  

 

Results 

 

Final 
1. Ian Del-Pizzo 
2. Jordan Bowley 
3. Andrew Graham 

 



 

 

 

 

  

Mark Kearon has currently 
been on good form this 
season, however the last few 
rounds have been taken by 
others. Watson did it this 
month by a nail-biting 0.027 
seconds 

Heat 1 
David Comber led the field 
away on a hectic first lap 
from Mark Kearon and Marc 
Morley-Freer. Billy Cowan 
held a close 4th, with George 
Watson and Donald 
Macauley following. The 
leading duo of Comber and 
Kearon pulled out a gap of 
0.994 seconds from 3rd 
placed Morley-Freer by the 
end of lap 2. Watson 
dropped back from Cowan 
heading into lap 4 with the 
pack staying relatively close 
behind. Ash Jones continued 
to make progress through the 
pack as Watson was involved 
in a spin at turn 8. Into lap 5, 
and Kearon continued to pull 
away from Comber, building 
a gap of 2.439 seconds in the 
dry conditions. Kearon took 
the win from Comber and 
Jones in an excellently fought 
heat. 
 

Heat 2 
Donald Macauley led away 
as the Sodi RT8s sped into turn 
1 from George Watson and 
Luke Charman. After 
Charman’s strong round 7, he 
was looking racey into the 
first corner. Jake Taylor and 
Mark Kearon were picked up 
for excessive contact into 
turn 2. Macauley and Watson 
began to pull away at the 
front, creating a 0.5 second 
gap to Luke Charman in 3rd. 
Watson made a cracking 
move into turn 5 for the lead 

move into turn 5 for the 
lead, however immediately 
lost out to Macauley into 
turn 7. Charman and Jones 
looked to capitalise on the 
squabbling of the two lead 
drivers as Watson regained 
the lead by the start of lap 4. 
Watson began to build the 
foundations of a strong gap 
to Luke Charman who 
managed to find a way past 
Macauley at the far end of 
the circuit. Jones and 
Kearon continued jostling 
into lap 6, the mid pack 
covered by just 4 tenths of 
second. Kearon picked up a 
puncture on the final lap, 
with Watson taking the heat 
win from Charman in 2nd 
and Macauley in 3rd. 
 
Heat 3 
Morley-Freer got away first 
with Jones and Charman on 
his tail through turn 2. 
Donald Macauley incurred 
a penalty board at turn 1 for 
excessive contact. Morley-
Freer pulled out a gap of 
1.438 seconds from Jones. At 
the outset of lap 5, Kearon, 

Charman, and Watson were 

all bumper-to-bumper, with 

Jones reeling in Morley-Freer 

by 1 tenth per lap. Heading 

into the last lap, Macauley 

and Cowan were engaged 

in a nail-biting battle 

heading through turns 6, 7, 

and 8, battling until the very 

end of the race. Morley-

Freer took the flag, from 

Ashley Jones and Mark 

Kearon. 

 

Final 

The Final got underway with 

Kearon taking the lead at 

turn 1 from Ash Jones and 

Donald Macauley. The field 

remained close together, 

with Watson gaining two 

positions from 5th at turn 2. 

Now in 3rd, Watson set his 

sights on Kearon and Jones 

battling heatedly out front. 

On lap 3 heading into turn 4, 

Kearon and Jones shared 

some contact which slowed 

them both slightly, allowing 

Watson to close the gap 

massively. Watson managed 
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to muscle his way past both 

drivers and gained the lead 

after showing some very good 

pace through the heats. After 

having capitalised on the pair 

of Kearon and Jones’s 

misdemeanours midway 

through the Final, Watson 

looked to gap the pack but 

with little in the way of reward. 

Kearon stayed plastered to 

Watson’s rear bumper putting 

pressure on the spearhead of 

the pack, all of whom were 

covered (1st-8th) by 2 seconds. 

There was some very 

impressive racing from 

Macauley and Morley-Freer 

who had had their fair share 

of success in the heats, with 

the intensity of the racing in 

the Final really mirroring just 

how sporting and capable all 

drivers on the Senior Heavy 

grid are. At the rear of the 

group, it was Luke Charman 

and David Comber separated 

by just 0.2 seconds battling for 

7th position, with a number of 

position changes in the mid 

pack as the Final entered it’s 

closing stages. Ash Jones had 

his mirrors full of an impatient 

Donald Macauley who kept 

looking for areas of the track 

where he could sneak through 

a gap, with a similar situation 

panning out excitingly 

between Billy Cowan (6th) and 

Luke Charman (7th) who 

struggled to find pace in the 

Final. To close the day’s 

racing, it was George Watson 

who stole the win with a gap 

back to Mark Kearon of just 

0.027 seconds, both drivers 

shaking forward and back in 

their karts over the timing line 

in order to gain some extra 

momentum. The rest of the 

field flooded over the 

start/finish line with many of 

the drivers 3 wide across the 

line, a simply electric climax to 

an all-encapsulating and 

highly entertaining Final. 

 

 

Results 

 

Final 

1. George Watson 

2. Mark Kearon 

3. Ash Jones 

 
 


